Gathering information about associations between methylated genes and diseases is important for diseases diagnosis and treatment decisions. Recent advancements in epigenetics research allow for largescale discoveries of associations of genes methylated in diseases in different species. Searching manually for such information is not easy, as it is scattered across a large number of electronic publications and repositories. Therefore, we developed DDMGD database (http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu. sa/ddmgd/) to provide a comprehensive repository of information related to genes methylated in diseases that can be found through text mining. DDMGD's scope is not limited to a particular group of genes, diseases or species. Using the text mining system DEMGD we developed earlier and additional post-processing, we extracted associations of genes methylated in different diseases from PubMed Central articles and PubMed abstracts. The accuracy of extracted associations is 82% as estimated on 2500 hand-curated entries. DDMGD provides a userfriendly interface facilitating retrieval of these associations ranked according to confidence scores. Submission of new associations to DDMGD is provided. A comparison analysis of DDMGD with several other databases focused on genes methylated in diseases shows that DDMGD is comprehensive and includes most of the recent information on genes methylated in diseases.
INTRODUCTION
Epigenetics is the study of changes in genes expression and its relation to specific phenotypes using mechanisms that do not modify the underlying DNA sequence (1) . DNA methylation is one of the common epigenetic modifications in eukaryotic organisms (2) . In humans, DNA methylation has been found associated with many diseases, such as Beckwith-Wiedemann and Silver-Russell syndromes, type 2 diabetes, schizophrenia and autoimmune disease, as well as various cancers (3) . In addition to humans, DNA methylation has been studied in other species such as in plants (4), drosophila (5) and mice (6) in association with diseases or other phenotypes.
Advancements in quantitative assessment of DNA methylation technologies facilitated large-scale studies of genes methylated in diseases (7) . However, the results of such studies are scattered in a large number of publications and across several specialized databases, and thus it is difficult to search for it manually. Therefore, it is useful to develop efficient and accurate systems to facilitate extracting information on genes methylated in diseases in an automatic fashion. Recently, two methods were developed for automatic extraction of information on genes methylated in diseases from textual documents: one is part of MeInfoText 2.0 database (8) and the other one is DEMGD (9) . MeInfoText 2.0 is used to extract such associations between methylated human genes and cancers from PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) abstracts using two maximum entropy models (8) . DEMGD (Dragon Extractor of Methylated Genes and Diseases), which we developed earlier, extracts associations between methylated human genes and any disease from any free text submitted by users (9) . DEMGD uses two machine learning models based on document-term matrix and position weight matrix characterization of text (9) . A detailed description of machine learning models development can be found in (9) , and the DEMGD system is available for online text mining at: www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/.
Some manually curated databases that focused on genes methylated in diseases are limited in scope, e.g. Methy-
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Cancer (10) relates only to cancers, MethylomeDB (11) contains genes methylated only in brain tissues, while some other databases contain information only for specific species, such as DiseaseMeth (12) with information only for humans. Moreover, some databases used limited data sources, such as PubMeth (13) that includes information extracted only from PubMed abstracts. The least restricted of these databases is MethDB (14, 15 ) that aims to include manually curated information on genes methylated in any diseases and from any species. On the other hand, automated compilation of information allows for broader coverage of processed text and makes updating relevant information easier. So far, MeInfoText 2.0 has been the only available automatically compiled database, but it is restricted to methylated human genes in cancers and to information extracted from PubMed abstracts (8) .
The goal of our study is to contribute a resource to support epigenetic research and biomedical community by providing a comprehensive repository for sharing text-mined information from both abstracts and full-text articles about methylation of genes in any disease and not restricted to specific species. We used the DEMGD text mining system (9) to extract the associations from PubMed Central fulltext articles and PubMed abstracts. This text is processed and used to populate DDMGD database. This resulted in a comprehensive database of automatically compiled associations of genes methylated in diseases collected from many species. The integrated text mining system, the broad coverage of DDMGD, the high accuracy of extracted information and various implemented features in the friendly webinterface make this database useful and unique. DDMGD is free for academic and non-profit use and can be accessed at: www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/. Figure 1 shows the structure of the system that comprises four main components: Data Sources, DEMGD text mining system, DDMGD database and DDMGD graphical user interface (GUI). Here we provide a brief description of the system. More details are available in the Supplementary material.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

System structure
Data sources
We used scientific literature (PubMed and Open Access Subset (OAS) of PubMed Central (http://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/pmc/)) as the main sources of information about genes methylated in diseases in any species. We searched OAS and found 23 572 full-text articles related to genes methylated in diseases. In addition to these, we found 27 395 abstracts from PubMed, which are related to genes methylated in diseases but were different from the abstracts of the full-text articles in the analyzed OAS.
DEMGD text mining system
DEMGD is a text mining system that can extract in its original version (9) associations between methylated human genes and diseases from any free text without restriction to specific diseases. For the purpose of this study, we extended DEMGD to extract associations between genes methylated in diseases from various species as follows: (i) The gene dictionary from (9) is extended using NCBI Gene Database (16) to include genes from any species. (ii) The disease dictionary from (9) is extended using various resources (see the Supplementary material) to include diseases from any species. (iii) We included a species dictionary from NCBI Taxonomy Database (17) in addition to common names and synonyms of the species used in MethDB. (iv) We implemented three post-processing steps performed after an association between a methylated gene and a disease is extracted from a sentence. These steps are: (a) Extraction of species names.
(b) Extract gene expression and disease progression information using pattern matching rules. (c) Filter out false positive associations (entries that are wrongly predicted to be associations) using filtering rules.
After the associations were extracted, we manually curated and removed ambiguous extracted genes, diseases and species from the database. Additionally, we manually assessed information from 1000 entries (500 predicted to be associations and 500 predicted to be non-associations) relative to the sentences from which these entries were extracted. These 1000 entries we name SET1 (SET1 is available at: www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php). We used SET1 to identify wrongly extracted genes, diseases and species and they were removed from their corresponding dictionaries. We also identified genes, diseases and species that were mentioned in sentences, but were not extracted by the text mining system, and we added them to their corresponding dictionaries. Then, we re-processed the full-text articles and the abstracts using the modified dictionaries and post-processing filtering rules.
DDMGD database
Once the associations are extracted, DEMGD organizes the associations in summary tables that include names/symbols of gene, gene ID, disease, disease ID, methylation words, species, species ID, gene expression, disease progression, evidence sentences that include the association, PubMed Central ID of the article where the sentence is mentioned, PubMed ID of the abstract where the association is mentioned and a confidence score generated by the DEMGD system. The confidence score, which ranges from 0 to 1, is given by the DEMGD classification model, and it indicates the likelihood that the gene found in the sentence is methylated in the disease found in the same sentence. A confidence score of '1' suggests the highest confidence that an association exists between the methylated gene and the disease, while the smaller the confidence score, the less likely it is that the association exists. Moreover, the database stores users' accounts if users want to have an account (more details are available in the next section). We used Gene IDs, disease IDs and species IDs to allow normalizing search queries that involve genes, diseases and species, respectively. For example, if the user restricts search to a specific disease (e.g. breast cancer), the user will get results for all diseases in our database that have the same disease ID as the selected disease (e.g. breast tumor, breast carcinoma and breast tumors). We used NCBI Taxonomy Database, NCBI Gene Database and Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (18) for species IDs, genes IDs and diseases IDs, respectively.
DDMGD GUI
We provided a user-friendly web interface that facilitates searching, exploring information and updating the database. The instructions page (http://www.cbrc.kaust. edu.sa/ddmgd/instructions.php) is included for users who want to know more about the system usage and interpretation of search results. The web interface can be accessed from any web browser and provides the following features.
Search. Users can search using individual names/symbols of genes, diseases and/or species, in addition to unlimited batch searching using several genes, diseases and/or species at the same time. Users can either enter gene names in the text box or select from the list of genes. In addition, diseases are organized in a hierarchy to allow users to narrow down the list of diseases using disease category, disease type or disease sub-type. The diseases hierarchy was developed using the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database. If users want to retrieve associations for all genes, diseases and species contained in our database, users can click the submit button directly without selecting any gene, disease or species.
Statistics, graphs and additional information. DDMGD provides basic statistics about genes, diseases, species and associations. Figure 2 shows partial output of query 'RASSF1A, lung cancer, human'. For example, for each gene, DDMGD lists the number of diseases and species with which the gene is associated, as well as the number of sentences, PubMed abstracts and PubMed Central articles that include the gene. DDMGD provides bar graphs that show the frequency of the associations found and downloadable connectivity graphs. The table at the bottom of the page allows the user to select associations of their interest to get more information such as color-highlighted evidence sentences and confidence scores (Figure 3) . If a sentence contains associations between several genes, diseases and/or species, each association is stored as a separate record as shown in Figure 3 .
Gene expression and disease progression . Gene expression column provides associations between gene methylation and gene expression. For example, Figure 3 shows that gene methylation silences gene expression. However, disease progression column provides associations between gene methylation/expression and disease progression, pathogenesis and/or prognosis. Figure 3 shows that gene methylation/expression is involved in disease pathogenesis.
Links to other databases. Figures 2 and 3 show how DDMGD is linked to many databases to facilitate access to additional information. For each association, in addition to links to PubMed abstracts and PubMed Central articles from which the information is compiled, DDMGD provides links to NCBI Gene, Comparative Toxicogenomics Database and NCBI Taxonomy databases to provide more information about genes, diseases and species, respectively. In addition, we provide links to Expression Atlas (19) Sorting . Users can sort the search results using the gene, gene ID, disease, disease ID, methylation type, species, species ID, sentence, PubMed ID, PubMed Central ID or confidence score (Figure 3 ).
Download and save search results.
Users can download the search results as a comma separated values (CSV) file. Alternatively, users can save the search results and the search queries in their accounts (Figure 3) . Additionally, users can download the whole database from http://www.cbrc.kaust. edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php.
Submit new information.
The scientific community can contribute to DDMGD, keep DDMGD up-to-date and expand it by submitting new information about genes methylated in diseases through the web interface. We provide a checking mechanism for the submitted data (see www. cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/instructions.php#Q4). Although a fully automated system and minimal human intervention is desirable, we believe that performing a periodic manual verification of the submitted data will ensure that the quality of the database's content remains consistent over time.
User accounts. Creating user accounts is optional. DDMGD allows users to manage, view and edit information they submitted, by creating private accounts. Also, users can save search queries and search results using their accounts. Searching the database and downloading the search results do not require accounts.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate and compare the capabilities of DDMGD with existing databases. Definitions of evaluation metrics are available in the Supplementary material.
Performance of association extraction and named entity recognition
It is shown in (9) that the original version of DEMGD achieved accuracy and F-score of 83.5 and 84.7%, respectively, as assessed based on 10-fold cross-validation on a manually curated data set that includes ∼3200 associations. Additionally, we obtained the accuracy and F-score of 87.5 and 88.7%, respectively, on an independent testing set that contains 200 associations (9) . However, it is reported in (8) that the MeInfoText 2.0 text mining system achieved Precision-Recall for two machine learning models of 94.7-90.1% and 91.8-90%, respectively. However, we discussed in (9) In this study, we evaluated the accuracy of named entity recognition (NER) and extracted associations as used for population of DDMGD. This is done because the dictionaries are changed, and we also implemented additional post-processing. To evaluate this, we used another set, SET2, made up of randomly selected 2500 entries from DDMGD that include 1250 entries predicted as associations and 1250 entries predicted as non-associations. These 2500 entries were different from entries that made SET1 used in the DEMGD Text Mining System section (SET 2 test data are available at: www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/ download.php). Note that we did not make any change to the DEMGD models from (9) .
With the new dictionaries, DEMGD achieved PrecisionRecall-F-score of 94.06-98.55-96.25%, 97.59-97.93-97.76%, 100.00-100.00-100.00% and 100.00-100.00-100.00% for NER of gene, disease, species and methylation words, respectively. The high performance of NER demonstrates the good quality of the dictionaries we used. Additionally, the high performance achieved using the species and methylation words dictionaries can be explained by minimal ambiguities occurring in these terms as compared to the genes and diseases names. For the extracted associations DEMDG with the post-processing achieved Precision, Recall, Specificity, F-score and Accuracy of 81.85, 81.92, 82.43, 81.89 and 82.18%, respectively. Although the accuracy of extracted associations obtained using a manually curated large data set of 2500 entries is high, it only serves as an assessment of the quality of information in our database.
Evaluation of database's content
As benchmark lists, we used three published lists about DNA methylation. Each benchmark list has different characteristics, which allows for evaluating DDMGD from different perspectives. The first benchmark list includes a set of 58 genes that are methylated in colorectal cancer (the genes are mentioned in a review article (Table 1 from (23))). First, we looked at how many genes were found in the database. Out of the 58 genes, DDMGD found 56. Then we looked for the genes in the benchmark list found to be methylated in colorectal cancer. DDMGD contains information on 56 out of 58 methylated genes in colorectal cancer.
The second benchmark list is a recent survey about genes methylated in various autoimmune diseases (Table 1 from (24)). The survey was published in 2013 and lists 14 genes that are associated with seven autoimmune diseases. There are 20 associations between the methylated genes and these diseases (24) . DDMGD contains all 14 genes, all seven diseases and 15 out of the 20 associations. Finally, the third benchmark list is a recent list that was published in 2010, which includes genes methylated in various cancers in mice (Table 1 from (25)). The list contains 16 associations that include 12 genes, which are found to be associated with 10 types of cancers in mice. DDMGD contains nine genes, nine types of cancers and six associations in mice.
In summary, DDMGD was able to extract 94.04, 94.44 and 81.91% of genes, diseases and associations, respectively, from all the three benchmark lists combined. Although the genes, diseases and species dictionaries in DEMGD include all the genes, diseases and species in the benchmark lists, as much as we were able to ascertain, the genes or diseases that DDMGD could not recover were not mentioned together with the methylation words in the same sentences and this seems to be the reason why our system was not able to extract them. More details about the missing genes, diseases/cancer and associations from the three benchmark lists are in the Supplementary material.
Comparison of DDMGD with other databases
We did thorough comparison of the features of DDMGD and other databases that include information about genes methylated in diseases to highlight the current properties of DDMGD with respect to these databases. We compared nine databases with DDMGD using 23 features. Some of the features are general so that they can be applicable to all the databases. We used only features that can be objectively assessed for all databases. DDMGD provides additional and more comprehensive information not provided by other resources. This also represents one way of evaluating the utility and quality of DDMGD. First, we compared DDMGD with another automatically compiled database, MeInfoText 2.0, using the first benchmark list because this is the same list that was used to evaluate MeInfoText 2.0 in (8) . MeInfoText 2.0 includes all the 58 genes, but it contains only 42 out of the 58 associations between the 58 genes and colorectal cancer in the first benchmark list, while DDMGD contains 56 of these associations.
Second, considering that MeInfoText 2.0 is restricted to DNA methylation information specifically in cancers, we also compared DDMGD with another database, DiseaseMeth, that includes information about other diseases. DiseaseMeth is the most comprehensive manually curated database for DNA methylation information in human diseases and we used the second benchmark list to make this comparison. DiseaseMeth did not contain any of the 20 associations, although it contains two and four of the genes and diseases, respectively. Contrary to this, DDMGD contains all the genes and diseases and 15 out of 20 associations.
Finally, we compared DDMGD with MethDB, because MethDB has the most similar scope to DDMGD to include DNA methylation information in different species. We used the third benchmark list that includes DNA methylation information in mice for the comparison. MethDB contains two of the 10 cancers in mice, however, none of the genes or associations. On the other hand, DDMGD contains nine of the 12 genes, nine of 10 cancers and six of 16 associations. More detailed analysis for these three databases is available in the Supplementary material. MeInfoText 2.0 and DiseaseMeth were published in 2011 and 2012, respectively. MethDB was first published in 2001, and the last version of the database was published in 2006. We accessed them in August 2014 for comparison. The high coverage of DDMGD can be due to using a large set of abstracts and full-text articles that includes the recent literature, comprehensive dictionaries to extract genes, diseases and species and accurate machine learning models to extract the associations. However, we highlight that the purpose of this comparison is to compare the current status and capabilities of different databases related to associations between methylated genes and diseases.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The analysis in the previous sections demonstrates that DDMGD is, in general, more comprehensive than the existing manually curated or automatically compiled databases and thus can serve as a useful complement to these resources, significantly expanding the coverage that other databases have, while at the same time preserve high level of accuracy of the extracted information. Although DDMGD included most of the information in the benchmark lists, the remaining information from these lists was not captured by DDMGD mainly due to copyright restrictions and scarcity of full-text articles in a proper searchable format (e.g. XML). However, this can be overcome by using more full-text articles besides the PubMed Central OAS for future updates of data in DDMGD.
Additionally, our system requires gene, disease and methylation words to be in the same sentence to extract the associations. Although this condition seems to limit the number of associations that can be extracted, this condition is necessary in order to preserve the accuracy of the system. However, cross-sentence association extraction is an active area of research, and we plan to extend our system to handle associations that exist in multiple sentences. Moreover, in order to extract species information more comprehensively for associations that do not have the species mentioned in the same sentence, we plan to develop a system that will try to infer species information from the full text or abstract. We plan to constantly improve DDMGD by expanding its content using the improved text mining system.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online. 
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